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Begin with Beginning in Mind: Now to Next

You Were Here!      Learning by Doing You Want to be Here

TitanUp Trial            You are Here!    TitanUp Behavior Trials       June 2019           

PRIDE Team Mts                
Start to 18-19
With TitanUp Products and Presentations      First Day 19-2020

Feb 2018                               April 2019                                               P.R.I.D.E. roll-out

    TitanUp 019           Behavior Trials       June 20

t Day 19Products and Presentations      First -20
                                             P.R.I.D.E. roll-out



Prepared for Learning: What skills must students 
possess to be prepared to learn? Academic and Social? 
What does it look like/how does it impact their learning 
they do not possess these skills? What do we do 
currently if students lack these skills? What could we 
do at Tier I (school-wide) to teach these skills? What 
could we do during TitanUp time to target students 
who clearly lack these skills?



Respect for All: What skills must students possess to be respect 
self and others? Academic and Social? What does it look 
like/how does it impact their learning they do not possess these 
skills? What do we do currently if students lack these skills? 
What could we do at Tier I (school-wide) to teach these skills? 
What could we do during TitanUp time to target students who 
clearly lack these skills?



Impact: What skills must students possess to have an positive 
impact on their learning? Academic and Social? What does it 
look like/how does it impact their learning they do not possess 
these skills? What do we do currently if students lack these 
skills? What could we do at Tier I (school-wide) to teach these 
skills? What could we do during TitanUp time to target students 
who clearly lack these skills?



Discipline: What self-discipline skills must students possess to learn? 
Academic and Social? What does it look like/how does it impact their 
learning they do not possess these skills? What do we do currently if 
students lack these skills? What could we do at Tier I (school-wide) to 
teach these skills? What could we do during TitanUp time to target 
students who clearly lack these skills?



Explore: What skills must students possess to solve problems and approach learning with 
a growth mind set? Academic and Social? What does it look like/how does it impact their 
learning they do not possess these skills? What do we do currently if students lack these 
skills? What could we do at Tier I (school-wide) to teach these skills? What could we do 
during TitanUp time to target students who clearly lack these skills?


